
Welcome to your spring edition

of In touch. 

 

It's been a while since our last

newsletter and much has

changed in the world. In this

edition we cover some of the

incredible accomplishments that

have been achieved at UHS since

the start of the COVID-19

pandemic. 

 

I will always be extremely proud

of, and impressed by, the speed

and quality of the preparations

made for COVID-19 by everyone

at the Trust; all of which began

in January of this year.  

 

The team continues to be agile

enough to respond to

challenges beyond their control

(the supply of personal

protective equipment being just

one example), as well as to

those challenges presented by

the pandemic itself. There isn't

a single part of the organisation

that hasn't been changed in

some way.

In touch

We've introduced new

emergency pathways to ensure

the safe, swift and appropriate

treatment of patients arriving

at our emergency department. 

 

We've relocated wards to

enable us to establish

dedicated coronavirus wards.

 

The informatics department

has enabled all those that can

work from home to do so. Our

Board meetings have taken

place virtually and many

patients have continued to

attend their outpatient

appointments using our virtual

clinic technology. In addition,

some of our non-elective

surgeries have been taking

place in neighbouring private

hospital - The Spire.

 

These are just a small number

of the transformational

changes that have taken place

and are testament to the

creativity and dedication of

the staff at UHS.

GOVERNOR ELECTIONS
Four governor posts are due
for election and, by now, we
would normally have begun
the election process. In light
of the crisis we have taken
the decision to review the
timetable. 
 
We will keep you updated on
our plans. 
 
PUBLIC EVENTS
For the foreseeable future we
will look to run member and
public events remotely and I
look forward to sharing these
plans with you in the near
future. 
 
Stay safe and well.

Peter

FROM THE CHAIR
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We’re starting trials for a vaccine, pioneered by

our colleagues at University of Oxford’s Jenner

Institute and Oxford Vaccine Group, which could

protect against COVID-19.

 

According to the World Health Organisation

(WHO), over 70 COVID-19 vaccines are currently

in development worldwide but this is one of only

a handful that have reached human trials stage

(the United States and China being the only other

countries to have done so).

 

The study is taking place in Oxford and

Southampton with three further sites likely to be

added. We’ve recruited 187 participants in

Southampton to join other healthy volunteers;

510 in total. Half of the volunteers in the study

will receive the COVID-19 vaccine and the other

half will be given a licensed ‘control’ vaccine

against meningitis and sepsis.

 
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The vaccine, called ChAdOx1 nCoV-19, is made

from a weakened version of a common cold virus

(adenovirus) from chimpanzees that has been

genetically changed so that it is impossible for it

to grow in humans.

 

This has been combined with genes that make

proteins from the COVID-19 virus (SARS-CoV-2)

called spike glycoprotein which play an essential

role in the infection pathway of the SARS-CoV-2

virus. This vaccine aims to turn the virus’ most 

 

potent weapon, its spikes, against it – raising

antibodies that stick to them allowing the

immune system to lock onto and destroy the

virus. Our very own Prof Saul Faust, director of

the NIHR Southampton Clinical Research Facility

at UHS and consultant in immunology and

infectious diseases, said: “Those joining the trial

will play a critical role in the global search for a

vaccine that protects us all, not least frontline

NHS workers, the elderly and those with

underlying health conditions.” 

 

The response for volunteers has been

phenomenal, so many people wanting to do

their bit in the fight against COVID-19 and we’re

hugely grateful for the support we are getting

from the local community. So much so that we

have reached our full quota of participants. We

look forward to being able to update you on the

trial in future editions of In touch.

WE'RE IN THE RACE FOR A VACCINE 
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We’re proud to have become the first healthcare

provider in the country to design and introduce a

pioneering protective respirator hood for

staff treating patients with COVID-19.

 

The aim is to minimise the risk of infection for our

medical staff and it’s a fantastic achievement with

Prof Paul Elkington a consultant and professor in

respiratory medicine in Southampton, together with

Prof Hywel Morgan and colleagues at the University

of Southampton developing a prototype. Our

frontline healthcare staff tested the prototypes on

the wards, and we’ve now placed an order for 5,000

with a local manufacturer.

 

Not only has the engineering team rapidly developed

something simple yet effective which can provide

further protection, it also helps to resolve some of

the supply chain issues associated with disposable

personal protective equipment.

Our popular therapy dogs haven’t been able to visit 

the children’s hospital since the COVID-19 outbreak.

They’re such an important part of life at the hospital

and our patients’ recovery process, that patients and

staff are missing them. So, Lyndsey Uglow, the lead

therapy dog handler, came up with an innovative

alternative. 

 

While golden retrievers Leo, Milo, Quinn, Archie,

Jessie, Hattie and Pollyanna can’t be at the bedside,

their ‘pawtraits’ can be. Lyndsey has delivered 1,500

drawings, produced by illustrator Daniel Howarth, of

the pack of pooches for patients to colour in and

share online for relatives and friends, or to give to

members of staff.

 

Children at home can also join in, the pawtraits are

available to print from @SCHtherapydogs on Twitter

or Facebook to download and complete

using a colouring app.

LEADING THE WAY 
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A PICTURE OF
SUPPORT



Staff wellbeing packs

Coffee machines

StaffLine a new support line for staff, run by

psychologists and other professionals who work

within the hospital    

Radios to help patients during their isolated

hospital stay, as well as boosting the morale of

everyone on the ward

iPads for the occupational health team, enabling

them to run interactive sessions with staff whilst

remaining off-site

Tablets for staff so that they can connect safely

with their loved ones at home whilst working long

shifts or isolating themselves

Microwaves for the theatre staff to heat their

lunches

Providing all staff with one free hot meal of their

choice each week. Hopefully with further funding

this can be extended.

In March 2020 Southampton Hospitals Charity

launched a NHS Heroes appeal to support the mental

and physical wellbeing of our staff during the

COVID-19 outbreak. The charity has seen an

incredible response from our community with an

amazing £180,000 raised to date (as of 5 May).

 

The donations are supporting not only those who are

treating patients with COVID-19, but also those

working across the hospital to both protect the

health of vulnerable patients, and to free up vital

bed space.

 

Working with UHS senior management, and the staff

wellbeing and resistance committee, the Charity has

been able to distribute support where it's most

needed, this has included:

 

 

COMMUNITY RAISE
£180,000 FOR OUR
NHS HEROES
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Southampton Hospitals Charity has been
inundated with messages of support from
donors, the local community and businesses,
and pass on their heartfelt thanks to
everyone who has donated to help support
the wellbeing of all of our staff.
 

To donate, visit the charity's website
and search for NHS Heroes
www.southamptonhospitalscharity.org



Rising to the vast numbers of challenges presented

by COVID-19 has resulted in some extraordinary

achievements and incredible examples of what we

can achieve when great minds work together to

produce innovation under pressure. Feats that

perhaps seemed unimaginable before the crisis.

 

Just one shining example of this is the delivery of

149 Attend Anywhere virtual clinics. There were just

17 of these clinics in operation at the start of COVID.

This digital solution has been the culmination of

efforts by our UHS digital arm working with our

transformation, clinical, performance and

communications teams, as well as with NHS England,

NHS Improvement, to name a few. All of whom have

come together to solve the challenge of how we

continue to deliver effective healthcare to our

patients remotely. 

 

Together they’ve established virtual clinics for every

specialty within the Trust and this means that each

of our clinicians and every one of our patients has

the opportunity to experience a video consultation. 

 

Over two days we’re averaging over one hundred

consultations, that’s over 40 hours of consultation

time. By enabling our patients to stay safe at home

whilst maintaining their care, our virtual clinics will

undoubtedly have saved lives.

WORKING TOGETHER 
TO DELIVER VIRTUAL
CLINICS

The Flower Factory Southampton has

donated hundreds of bunches of flowers for

hospital staff. Mark from The Flower

Factory came up with the idea - “We

genuinely can’t thank the NHS enough for

what they do. We came up with the idea of

delivering flowers to hospitals hoping to

put a smile on the faces of the staff and

show our appreciation for all they are

doing. We want to say thank you from the

bottom of our hearts for the way they are

dealing with this crisis”.
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SAYING IT WITH
FLOWERS



Members of the community have been working

hard producing laundry bags for our staff. The

bags are used to carry worn uniforms and can be

washed at the same time and reused, making it a

more environmentally friendly method of

transporting laundry.

 

Gavin Jones, founder of New Forest Sewing for

the NHS, just one of the many groups who have

provided bags, said “I set up the

group...expecting about 20 local helpers to

respond. We now have over 500 local members of

the community helping to make bags and scrubs

for the NHS. The response has been overwhelming

and it is great to see the community coming

together to offer their time and skills to help. It

is great to see that they have been so well

received.”

LAUNDRY BAG
DONATIONS
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THE GENUINE ARTICLE
Banksy has donated a new piece of artwork

painted during lockdown to hang in a hospital

corridor. It is now on view to staff and patients

of Southampton General Hospital. 

 

The Artist left a note for hospital workers

saying: “Thanks for all you’re doing. I hope this

brightens the place up a bit, even if it’s only

black and white.”

 

We are truly privileged to be the guardians of

this stunning artwork, having received it on

behalf of the whole of the NHS.

 

Although our staff now have the incredible

opportunity of seeing it in their place of work,

it will be the NHS as a whole which benefits

from its creation.

 

After it is released from the care of UHS it will

go on display for the public to enjoy. It is

Banksy’s wish for it then to be auctioned off to

raise money for NHS Charities and benefit the

very people who this work was aimed at

celebrating.



The wellbeing of our staff has never been more

critical than in these really challenging times.

Our staff are having to adapt to so many

changes within their work and home life. While

we’re trying to solve as many of the practical

challenges this presents, it’s the toll that this is

taking on people’s mental wellbeing that

cannot be underestimated. 

 

Some staff who have family members at home

that are particularly vulnerable to coronavirus

have been staying away from home in hotel

accommodation (paid for by the Trust) in order

to protect their family and to ensure they’re

able to continue working. Being separated 

from their loved ones in such a way is incredibly

difficult. Those that are working on our COVID

wards and intensive care unit are exposed to

the destructive power of COVID-19 in a way

that hopefully none of you will have been and,

whilst nursing their patients, they are also

supporting patients' and their families in

distressing situations.  

 

To ensure that our staff always have someone

to talk to we’ve put in place a number of

measures:

               is a new telephone support line

funded by Southampton Hospitals Charity,

and run by psychologists and other

professionals who work within UHS. Any

member of staff can call to talk about the

effect the current situation is having on

themselves, on colleagues or on their families.

The support will continue as staff recover from

the immensely traumatic experience of

delivering care through the COVID-19

pandemic.

 

                   is a newly created online area

where staff can find resources and support

including weekly video chats covering a variety

of topics. 

 

                         are continuing to support

patients and families throughout this

challenging time, albeit remotely, with advice,

prayer and support for the bereaved over the

phone. For staff they’re available at any time

of the day or night on the end of a phone.

LOOKING AFTER THE WELLBEING OF STAFF
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PRIME MINISTER HONOURS PICU NURSE
Molly Watts, one of our paediatric intensive care

nurses, has written and illustrated a book to help

reduce anxiety in children caused by the

coronavirus outbreak. The free online publication,

entitled Dave the Dog is worried about coronavirus,

has already been downloaded 260,000 times in 164

countries. 

 

Molly's work was recently recognised by Prime

Minister Boris Johnson who awarded Molly a Points

of Light Award. “You have used your Nurse Dotty

Books to help reduce the fear and anxiety that

many young people have about coronavirus,” said

Mr Johnson in a letter to Molly. 

Staffline

Safe space

UHS chaplains

Visit www.nursedottybooks.com for more information.



CONTACT YOUR
GOVERNOR
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Southampton City

New Forest, Eastleigh and Test Valley   

Isle of Wight

Rest of England and Wales.

You can share your views, ideas and experiences of

UHS with your local governors, at any time. 

 

We have governors who represent you, covering four

constituencies:

 

 

Email your local governor at

UHSgovernors@uhs.nhs.uk

TO THE FRIENDS 
WE HAVE LOST
In April we lost to two members of our UHS

family. Katy Davis and Mike Brown were 

COVID-19 positive when they lost their fight for

life in our general intensive care unit. They

were much-loved members of our team and will

always be remembered. Our heartfelt thanks to

the members of our team who cared for Katy

and Mike during their last few days of life. 

 

We are very grateful to the many staff who

have participated in media activity throughout

the pandemic to help keep patients, the public

and colleagues informed of the latest COVID-19

news and developments. UHS has been the only

Trust to secure a regular series on our COVID

work through BBC Radio 4’s Inside Health

programme showcasing our experts weekly,

with areas covered so far including overall

clinical and operational management,

emergency care, maternity, neonates,

physiotherapy, clinical law and intensive care.

We also partnered with BBC News nationally to

produce video diaries of our staff.

IN THE NEWS


